Complications of cervical discography: analysis of 4400 diagnostic disc injections.
Despite extensive experience with diagnostic cervical disc injection, the role of this procedure in the evaluation of patients with degenerative disc disease and severe neck pain remains controversial. Beyond the debate regarding its efficacy in identifying the site of cervical symptomatology and directing appropriate intervention are the potential morbidity and mortality associated with this diagnostic procedure. Discitis, subdural empyema, spinal cord injury, vascular injury, and prevertebral abscess have all been reported as complications of diagnostic cervical disc injection. Any meaningful assessment of the role of cervical discography in the evaluation of degenerative disc disease must include a determination of the risks inherent in the procedure. We retrospectively analyzed 4400 cervical disc injections in 1357 patients performed by an experienced radiologist between 1988 and 1993 to define the morbidity and mortality associated with discography. In addition, we reviewed the extant medical literature on the complications of this controversial procedure. This study demonstrates significant complications from diagnostic discography procedures occurring in less than 0.6% of the patients and 0.16% of the cervical disc injections.